Abstract
Introduction
The sensors used in the conventional strapdown inertial navigation system are gyroscopes and accelerometers,which measure, respectively, changes, caused by nongravitational forces, in the vehicle's heading and speed. The gravitational field necessary for navigation computation is obtained by calculations using the prescribed reference ellipsoid of the earth's geoid and the position vector of the vehicle. The reference ellipsoid gives a good representation of the overall shape of the geoid, but cannot account for local changes in within the earth's crust [l] , [2] . Thus there exist errors of gravity calculation based on the unpredictable behavior of the earth's gravity v e c t o r h order to realize a more advanced inertial navigator, it is necessary to directly measure gravitational acceleration on a moving vehicle in real time. It is impossible to separate inertial and gravitational effects from the measured data of an acceleration at any one point in an inertial reference frame because the proof mass of an accelerometer reacts identically to inertial and gravitational accelerations. But a change in gravity can be obtained from gravity caused by geologic features and density variation . . points, because line inertial acceleration is the same throughout a vehicle but the gravitational acceleration is not.
That is, the difference between t w o parallel line accelerations contained in the outputs of two accelerometers arrayed some distance from each other is the gravity gradient corresponding to this distance. Accordingly, various types of gravity gradiometers can be realized using inertial accelerometers.
Definition of Gravity Gradient
Here, the process of deriving the gravitational accelerations and gravity gradients from the gravitational potential is shown. The position of the vehicle relative to other bodies including the earth is shown in Fig. 1 . 0,-XYZ is a reference coordinate system (= inertial frame in this study ) and PO-xyz is a body-fixed coordinate system. A and ' 7 are the latitude and the longitude of the point Po, respectively. w e is earth's inertial angular velocity. M, and Mb are the mass of the earth and the mass of the vehicle: respectively. M I , M?_;.-.-.M,, are the masses of bodies excluding the earth, and r 1, r 2 ; --' " r n are distances from the point Po to the points 01, 02;.....On of bodies. These points are called "geometric center" here. The earth's center of mass is assumed to coincide with the geometric center and thus with the origin 0, of the inertial reference coordinate system. The components of the distance R from 0, to PO along 0,X , OeY and OeZ axes are expressed by Rx, Ry and Rz. The components of the distance R along PQX, Poy and POZ axes are expressed by R, , R,,, and Rz. These R, , R,. and R, can be transformed to Rx, Ry and Rz using the direction cosine matrix [Ci,].
[
The mass of the vehicle (=Mb) can be regarded as unit quantity for the purpose of discussing the gravitational field [ 3 ] . If the geoids of all bodies are perfectly spherical and homogeneous and their mass centers coincide with the geometric centers 01, 02;.****0,, the gravitational potential of the vehicle at point PO is defined as follows : Here, p , p1, p2, p 3 , * * ---* are the products of the universal gravitational constant with the masses M,, Mi, M2, M3, e * * . The gravitational field "g" is derived as the first partial derivative of the gravitational potential U. The components of "g" are g,, g,, g, for the 0,-XYZ system and gx, gy, gz for the Po-xyz system. The gravity gradient with respect to the reference coordinate system is defined as follows:
is the second order tensor of the potential U with respect to Rx , Ry , RZ . The data measured using the gravity gradiometer mounted in the vehicle are the components of the gravity gradient with respect to body-fixed coordinate system and is defined as follows: Equations ( 5 ) and (6) show that it is necessary to determine five unknowns in order to describe the rate of change in gravity at a single point.
Concept of Measurement Systeim
It is shown here that the difference between gravitational accelerations at two points is derived as the difference between two parallel inertial accelerations at the same two points. Consider here that three SDF accellerometers are set at a certain point PI which is 11 distance away from point Po in a vehicle with an inertial acceleration vector U o (aox, aqv , aoZ ) and an angular velocity vector w (cox, coy , wz ) so that their input axes may be turned along the directions of x1. Y l and z 1 axes parallel to x, y and z axes, respectively (see Fig.2 ). Also, consider that anolher three S D F accelerometers are set at a poini P2, 12 distance away from point Po so that their input axe;$ may be iturned along the directions of x 2 , y 2 and z2 axes parallel to x, y and z axes, respectively (see Fig.2 ). The components of inertial acceleration, gravitational acceleration and size effect [4] in points Pm(m=1,2) shown in F i g 2 along the direction of Pmxm, Pmym, Pmzm axes (m=1,2) are expressed by U ml, gmi and Sm, (m=1, 2, i=x, y, z ), respectively. The outputs of accelerometers at point P, ( 
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a,,=ao,+S,,-g,,, i = l , 2 , j = x , y , z (7) A measurement system can be configured by arraying
Here, Slj and S2j mean the size effect errors 141 caused by the departure of the accelerometer measurement point (practical situation point) from the position point where the position of the vehicle is defined, such as the center of gravity. SI, and S2, are expressed in the following form [4] using the angular velocity w , the angular acceleration 6
and the departure distance 1, .
Here, i, , iy , i, are unit vectors along n, y and z directions, respectively. 1 , , l , , and lmz are the components of the distance lm(m=l, 2) along x, y and z directions, respectively.
These size effects are obtained using the three-axis angular velocities measured by the gyroscopes and the three-axis angular accelerations measured by the angular accelerometers [5] , if the distances between the center of gravity and the points where the accelerometers are installed are known.
In this paper, line accelerations along the x, y and z axes in points PI and P2 are defined as follows :
The above equations show that the difference between the outputs of two line accelerations in the points PI and P2 is the difference between the gravitational accelerations in the points Pi and P2.
Gravity gradients are obtained applying the above concept to the measurement data of inertial sensors. Additionally, superconducting gravity gradiometer [6] , [7] is developed using such configuration concept.
Configuration of Measurement System
Three methods for constructing the measurement system in which SDF, TDF and THDF accelerometers are used, respectively, are shown here. The following assumptions are used in the configuration of the measurement system. (1) The gyroscopes and angular accelerometers are used along with the accelerometers in order to measure three-axis angular velocities and angular accelerations. (2) Each component of gravity gradients is constant anywhere throughout the vehicle.
twelve SDF accelerometers as shown in Fig. 3 (a), (b) and (c). The twelve accelerometers are arrayed by 4's so that their input axes are situated on xy,yz and zx planes, respectively. Pij (i = 1-3, j = 1-4 ) in Fig.3 are the points where the accelerometers are located , and Iij shows the direction of input axis of the accelerometer. Angles &I and 622 are the angle between the x-axis and segment PII P13 and the angle between the y-axis a n d segment P12P14, respectively. Angles Bxl and 6 x 2 are the angle between the yaxis and segment P21 P23 and the angle between the z-axis Here, uIJ (j = 1-6) is as follows :
u l l =(lzl sin28,1)/2, u12 = -(lzl sin2QZl)/2, 
The values of all other elements except the above are zero. 
Gravity Gradiometer Using TDF Accelerometers
A measurcment system can bc $;onfigured using sin TDF accelerometers as shown in Fig.4 . Six accelerometers are arrayed so that their input axes are situated on xy, yz and zx planes by 2's, respectively. P,j in Fig.4 (i = 1-3, j = 1, 2) is the position where each TDF accelerom(eter is located.
(a) Orientation on the xy-plane Orientation of TDF accelerometers ~~~ U,, = -u ,~ (11/2)sin20,, uI4 = ~ l1cos28,, u21 = -llcos2Q,, uZ2 = ~ llsin Q, , uZ4
The values of all other elements except the above are zero. If accelerometers can be oriented so that the inverse of matrix UTU exists, the configuration of a gravity gradiometer using TDF accelerometers is possible.
Gravity Gradiometer Using THDF

Accelerometers
A measurement system can be configured using four THDF accelerometers. The pattern of orientation is very complex as shown in Fig.5 Fig. 5(a) , are parallel to the directions Ill,, Illq and Illn, respectively. The orientation of the two accelerometers shown in Fig.S(b) is considered to be similar to the orientation of the two acceleroneters shown in Fig.S(a) . I2lP, 121q and 121n, which are the directions of the input axes of the accelerometer located at point P21, are parallel to 122,,, 122q and I22,, which are the directions of the input axes of the accelerometer located at point Pzz. x-axis, y-axis and points P2i, Qzi, UzI in orientation-2 correspond to z-axis, x-axis and points Pi;, Qll, Uli, in orientation-1 (i = 1, 2), respectively. IZij (i -1, 2, j = t, p, v, q, n) in Fig.S(b) corresponds to 1 1 ,~ (i L 1, 2, j = t, p, v, q, n) in Fig.S(a) .
Inertial acceleration, accelerometer output, gravitational acceleration, size effect and line acceleration along the direction Iijk (i, j = 1, 2, k = n, p, q) are represented by the marks aijk, aijk, gijk, Sijk and Aijk, respectively. Line acceleration A,, is expressed using the measurement data aijk and Sgk as follows.
The difference between gravitational accelerations at two points some distance from each other is obtained in the same way as Eq. ( 13) is derived. Accordingly, the following equation is easily obtained.
The right side of Eq,(23), which represents the difference between gravitational accelerations, is expressed as the function of gravity gradients , orienmtion anglrs e,, e, , 81, 6 and distances l i j n , lij" (i, j = 1, 2 ) in a similar way as Eqs. (19) and (22) Here, U is a 7 by 6 matrix, The dements uI, (I, J = 1-6) are expressed as the function of angles 0,, e,, 81, Br ana distances of segments Q I I Q12 , UiiU12, Q21 Q22 , Uz1U22 (= lln, li,, 12n, 12"). Elements u7,1j = 1-6) <are obtained from Eq. (6) . The elements u,(i = 1-7, j = 1-6) are expressed as 
The values of all other elements except the above are zero. If accelerometers can be oriented so that the inverse of matrix UTU exists, the configuration of a gravity gradiometer using THDF accelerometers is possible.
almost all values of e(0, 15", 90" etc.).
Considerations
A Method of System Configuration
It is desirable to array accelerometers as simply as possible in forming the gravity gradient measurement system. Here, possible formations are shown, considering an intutively clear way to array accelerometers. For example, lengths from point of origin Po to all orientation points of accelerometers are equal in each configuration of the measurement system using SDF accelerometers.
There exists no inverse matrix of UTU when 81 = &. But the inverse matrix of U-'-U exists in 81 # 82. Similar TDF accelerometers.
assumptions are made in the measurement system using
Thus the inverse matrix of UTU exists for almost all values of e( 0 , 45", 90"etc.). Similar assumptions are also made in the measurement system using THDF accelerometers. 
(32)
Here, AA means each right member in Eqs.(l9), (22) As a preliminary study concerning the onboard real-time measurement of the gravitational field with a view to reducing the influence of the gravity anomaly [3] , [6] on navigation performance, a fundamental concept for the configuration of a gravity gradient measurement system using twelve SDF or six TDF or four THDF accelerometers has been established. If an inertial navigation system with high sensitive gravity gradiometers could be realized, the navigation errors of the vehicle due to gravity uncertainties would be reduced remarkably, within the limits of such presently ignored phenomena as geographical effects,etc. and no premission surveying of the gravitational field would be required. However, in order to realize such an advanced inertial navigation system, "accelerometers" used as the components of gravity gradiometers must be so highly sensitive that the gravity gradients can be detected as the difference between the outputs of the accelerometers [ 11, [2] , [6] . Additionally, a gravity gradiometer can be useful not only for the construction of a high-performance inertial navigation system but also for the study on geophysics, geodesy, mineral exploration, etc. 
